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Creating the Row Format 
 
Open a new row: click on the Row Formats icon of the Control Panel, and click 
New to open a brand new row: 
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When the new row opens, go to Edit>Add Rows from Chart of Accounts: 
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In the resulting screen, the ‘&&&&’ tells FRx to pull in your Natural accounts. Note 
that you can also specify a Starting and Ending Account Range. Don’t make any 
changes; just click OK: 
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FRx pulls in the account numbers and their descriptions from your chart of 
accounts. The Row Code in Column A is used to identify the row in totals and 
calculations. And when an account that is marked in the GL as having a normal 
credit balance is pulled in, FRx ‘flips its sign’ by adding a ‘C’ to column E, Normal 
Balance. Therefore, in the example of a balance sheet, your liabilities and 
equities will automatically have their signs flipped and will show as positive 
numbers. 
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Since you’re working on a natural sign trial balance, though, those sign flips should 
be gone. So highlight the ‘C’s’ all the way down through the last row (account 
9999) and hit the Delete key on your keyboard. 
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When you’ve finished deleting the sign flips in column E, scroll (or better yet Ctrl-
End) to the bottom of the page.  
 
Tip: Use the Down Arrow on your keyboard to add a few blank lines. This is the 
easiest way to add rows when you’re at the bottom of a page. Normally you’ll do 
just as you do in Excel: highlight the row and right click. But in this instance, just 
use your Down Arrow. 
 

 
 
Note: If you’re working with live data and have statistics in any accounts (usually 
in the 8 or 9000 series), delete them. They’ll throw your trial balance out of 
balance. 
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Basic Formatting and Totaling 
 
Please add an underscore, description, format code, formula, and double 
underscore as shown in the next 2 screenshots. Choose TOT in column C: 
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After the TOT in column C, add the formula in column D. The formula uses the 
Row Codes from column A. Start with the first row code, usually 100, and take it 
through the row code for the underscore.  
 
Tip: if your formulas contain row codes for one row above and one row below the 
range you want to include, then if you later insert rows you will not have to edit 
your formulas. 
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Next, save the row as TB.  
 
Tip: It’s a good idea to develop and use a naming convention. I use a 2 character 
leading prefix: BS for all the Balance Sheets, IS for the Income Statements, CF for 
Cashflows, TB for Trial Balances. This helps keeps your implementation organized. 
 

 
Close the row, or F6 to go to the Control Panel. 
 
Explore On Your Own: 

• Explore the dropdown box in Column H, Link to General Ledger. 
• Explore the dropdown box in Column F, Print Ctrl. 
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Creating the Column Layout 
 
Now move to the Column. From the Control Panel, click the Column  
icon, then click New: 
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The Column controls where the description prints and which numbers from the GL 
come in (actual or budget, current or ytd, etc.). The dropdown box allows you to 
control what type of column you want. The items in this list that are used most 
often are GL, CALC, and DESC. 
 

 


